
INTENTIONAL WELLNESS 
Embrace the balance that surrounds you in this lush Sonoran Desert landscape. Choose from our many private
wellness offerings to immerse yourself in the restorative peace of Castle Hot Springs.

Each private session is $200/per person per hour

RESTORATIVE YOGA
A slow on the mat yoga practice that is a supportive and relaxing practice to rest &
digest using props for a release of deep inner tensions. A practice for almost anyone  
comfortable with a floor practice.

HATHA
Alignment-based holding practice to balance the solar and lunar energies within
the body, energy and mind. Great for initiation to yoga or for those seeking more
freedom within the postures. 

VINYASA
Fluid breathing and strengthening movements to increase stamina and pliability.
An optionally vigorous practice.

SLOW FLOW
Halfway between Hahta holding and fluid Vinyasa. A gentler paced flow with sitting
and standing movements. 

ZEN
Blending of hatha yoga and qigong using the meridians of oriental medicine.
Taught with seasonal variations to aid the aspirant in harmonizing with the current
season’s influence and spans a wide breadth of abilities. 

YIN
Floor postures held 1-5 minutes to relax connective tissues and clear energetic
pathways. A slow yet challenging practice. 

YOGA NIDRA
Deep relaxation and rejuvenating technique known as four times more effective
than ordinary sleep. Yoga Nidra has spanned from ancient times to exceptional
individuals in today’s modern age. An ongoing Yoga Nidra practice is one of the
secrets of many great yogis possessing unfathomable and tireless sources of energy
and inspiration.

YOGA

Uniquely tailored to balancing your current body conditions and season of life.
Choose from the classes below:



THE ENERGIZER
Warming breath work to dissolve sluggishness and feel more invigorated with
this active breathing practice that expands the lungs and awakens vitality. 

COOL, CALM & COLLECTED
Clear your mind through relaxing breathwork known for its cooling and
calming effects using breathwork to release stored tension.

THE BALANCER
Harmonize the right and left brain to enjoy the tranquility of finding center
and soothe the nervous system. 

BREATHWORK

Slow meditative cardio movement to introduce grace, stability, balance and
calm into your life. Gain foundational techniques to build a practice or refine
and polish an existing. 

TAI CHI

GOLDEN QI BALL
Refresh your energy and awaken the spine in this gentle standing practice.

3 HEARTS | 9 GATES
Improve circulation and clear the nine major joints with this strengthening
standing practice.

HEALING SOUNDS
Dissolve stagnate emotions with the use of breath, movement and
visualization practiced in your choice of supine, sitting or standing postures. 

Gentle movements land breathing to loosen stagnation in the body. Choose from the classes
below:

QIGONG



MEDITATION
Be guided to that state of inner steadiness with personalized take-home
techniques to enhance mental and emotional tranquility in your life.

PERSONAL ELEMENTAL CONSTITUTION
Discover your primary element and your missing element while gaining
tools to harmonize your life post-stay. Based on the ancient science of
Ayurveda and Chinese Medicine.

VEDIC MANTRA SESSION
Worry yourself sick, chant yourself to health. Vedic mantras are one of the
main ingredients to overall wellbeing. Thoughts influence epigenetic may
have an equal influence as genetics. Receive and learn your mantra from
your Vedic guide.

FOUR PILLARS ASTROLOGY
At the time of your birth, there was a specific arrangement in the cosmos
that affect you just like the moon pulls the tide. Discover your Four Pillars
Astrology and take-home tips to help you find greater harmony in your
day-to-day life.

CHAKRA TUNE-UP
Your heart has a pulse and your body has electrical currents powered by an
energetic structure centered around seven main wheels called chakras. Get
a check-up and tune-up for your chakras to help stabilize multiple areas of
your life.

RENEW AND RESTORE SOUND SESSION
Resonate sound that reverberates stress away to get more out of your
meditative state.

GUIDED MEDITATION HIKE
Connect with the surrounding environment and re-center yourself on a
guided meditation hike tailored to your needs and desires. 

MINDFULNESS CLASSES


